ERASMUS+ PROJECT
WHAT A WASTE!

TEACHERS’ONLINE MEETING REPORT
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2021, 12:00-1:00 PM
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1/ Digital presentation of students:
Students must complete their digital presentations before December 1, 2021: Each student must create an identity mental map with an oral
presentation and take a photo characterizing himself. The students have also to check the others students’presentations and comment. The
coordinators will then post the latest productions in a dedicated Genially.
These presentations are very important to the project as they will allow to create international teams of students for this year’s activities. Estelle and
Sébastien will build the teams during the Christmas holidays.
2/ Erasmus Days 2021:
The ErasmusDays 2021 took place in October. Only Zuzana received the promotion package of the event. The coordinators will have to check the
Twinspace page and complete the missing information on this event: Table of results of the cup-stacking challenge, posters, photos and videos.
3/ Netiquette:
The Netiquette is an essential activity of the project, it consists of a work of re ection on the rules of use of social networks and internet. Each
coordinator will be able to add on the Twinspace page the information documents he wants, in the language of his choice, for his students. Then, the
students of each partner school will create shorts messages for the Netiquette and post them in a special Genially. 10 messages will be chosen for a
Padlet. Finally Zuzana will create a Kahoot game to verify the knowledge of the students at the end of this activity. The Netiquette activity is to be done
before December 1st.
4/ Presentations:
The Twinspace presentation page is incomplete:
Teachers: Coordinators can add any colleagues they wish. Estelle will add Elsa, her teacher colleague from Créole, Sébastien will add Evelyne, her
supervisor and Véronique, an English teacher colleague.
Agata must add her remarkable work of presentation of the Aeolian Islands in the sub-page regions and countries, her presentation of the school
I.C.Isole Eolie in the sub-page schools and the virtual visit of her school in the sub-page virtual tours.
The page Presentation of Students: to be completed by all coordinators (see 1/).
5/ 1st online meeting of students (November-December 2021):
Estelle created a dedicated page in the Twinspace, with a Genially giving access to each of the 10 activities of the meeting. A presentation of the
meeting is made by screen sharing. Activities are resumed from the online meeting of December 2020, since some could not be carried out properly
with the school closures due to the health crisis. Introductory activities are the same, such as Decode-me and the word cloud (AnswerGarden). The
information videos on plastics, the reuse plastic challenge will also be renewed. On the other hand, the virtual school visits and the project logo will just
be presented this year, since these activities have already been carried out in the rst year of the project. Finally, the nal Kahoot game of the meeting
will be modi ed, Agata must create 3 questions with a good answer to choose from 4 proposals. This game was a great success last year.
It could be nice to have a short video of introduction (in English) of the meeting by a headmaster (Like Kestutis and Sébastien did last year with their
headmasters).
6/ Preparatory activities for the 2nd online meeting of students (January 2021 - March 2022):
- Netiquette;
- Escape-game based on the activity «solving the waste mystery» that we discovered during the visit of the Good Planet foundation of Yann-Arthus
Bertrand, during the meeting of coordinators in Paris in August 2021.
- UNESCO Module on “Journey of the Turtles”;
- An “art production to save rivers and oceans” activity. Instructions and tutorials will be produced for this activity under development.
7/ Final Project Task:
Estelle proposes that the nal task of the project is the creation of animated lms in international teams of students. These lms will be the subject of a
storyboard written by the students before the realization of the lm. This ‘stop movie motion’ will use Lego gurines and decors. The story should evoke
the awareness by students of the problem of plastic waste and their creation of waste pickers « sh that eat plastics». Estelle, Kestutis and Sébastien will
lead a workshop on the creation of animated lms during the Brindisi meeting in February 2022. This workshop will be recorded for Agata.
8/ Meeting of the Brindisi coordinators (21-24 February 2022):
Rosanna sent the programme of the meeting. This programme is perfect. We just have to think about the workshops subjects. We will talk about it
during the next online teachers meeting.
9/ Questions and comments:
Zuzana asked whether it is possible to use part of the student mobility budgets to involve more teachers in the mobility. This question should be
discussed with the French national agency. Rosanna asked for details on the mobility budgets of accompanying persons and on the balance of mobility
budgets. These points have to be solved.
10/ next online appointment: In December.
Thank you all for the engagment in this online meeting!
For the team, Sébastien Decool.

